The Six Musk-O-Tiers - White Paper
Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology are transforming the way we view money and
interact with the web. Our connected world is becoming more and more integrated with our
work, socializing, playing and more. The concept of Play-to-Earn games is gaining traction
and new games are being launched regularly. However, many of these games are either too
complex, overly simplistic or do not offer much value.
A person who has become somewhat of a celebrity and vocal cryptocurrency supporter is
Elon Musk. Renowned for Tesla and SpaceX, Musk has created a lot of hype around the world
for cryptocurrencies like Dogecoin and Shiba Inu, and he even adopted a Shiba Inu dog which
he called Floki.
With his regular comments and tweets, Musk has created waves in the crypto world which
have led to an influx of meme crypto coins that are inspired by the Shiba Inu breed. With this
in mind, we decided to take it a step further by building The Six Musk-O-Tiers series of Play-toEarn games.
One of the key characteristics of blockchain and decentralization is that it is putting control
back into the hands of the people. Social communities are an essential component of
humanity and online communities are developing rapidly thanks to technology and the
emerging metaverse.
One of the central themes of decentralization and the communities that are developing is the
shift from being reliant on governments and monopolistic corporations. Decentralization is
becoming a driving force behind creating social equity, fairness, responsibility and
empowering communities to take care of and support each other. This is why the slogan of
The Six Musk-O-Tiers is…

All for One & One for All!

The Six Musk-O-Tiers Games
Each Six Musk-O-Tiers game will be a multi-level, Play-to-Earn game. There will be a total of 6
episodes in the series with the first episode being: Let’s Get Floki. There are 6 tiers (levels) in
the first episode and the difficulty increases with every tier.
The objective of the game is to overcome the challenges in each round by using the unique
powers of the characters and collecting in-game coins. The Six Musk-O-Tiers characters are
Griffin, Xavier, Damian, Kai, Saxon and X Æ A-12. At the end of each level, the coins collected by
the player will be converted to MSKO tokens and transferred to the player’s crypto wallet.
MSKO tokens can then be traded or exchanged for other cryptocurrencies or fiat currencies
through various crypto exchanges that will have MSKO listed.

Let’s Get Floki Storyline
Elon has 6 children and a dog called Floki. One day, Floki goes to explore the SpaceX Starship
but accidentally initiates a launch and is blasted into space. The Six Musk-O-Tiers must then
spring into action to help bring their beloved Floki back to earth safely.

Gameplay
This fast-paced, action-packed game requires smart thinking and quick reactions to make
your way through the 6 tiers that increase with difficulty. During each stage, players must
utilize the unique powers of each Muskotier to complete the challenges. Combining the
powers of the Muskotiers increases their overall abilities and allows players to advance faster
and further.
During each tier of the game, players must collect in-game coins. Upon completing a tier, all
coins collected for that round are then banked. The higher the tier, the more coins there are
available to collect. The ultimate challenge is the final level where all 6 Muskotiers must band
together and combine their abilities to save Floki and bring him back to earth safely. Should a
player succeed in completing all 6 tiers, they will receive a grand prize of additional MSKO
rewards. When the player is finished playing, the coins can then be cashed-out and are
transferred automatically to the player’s crypto wallet.

NFTs
To further enhance the gaming experience, players will be able to purchase NFT collectables.
These will include power packs and character enhancements that give the Muskotiers
additional powers and capabilities. Players will also be able to customize the various
characters and purchase these modified characters as collectables using MSKO. Players will
be able to trade their NFTs on the open market.

Technology
The Six Musk-O-tiers metaverse will be built with Unity as a web-based game that can be
played with any web browser and will be accessible via desktop and mobile devices. Part of
the roadmap will be to launch native Apps and a VR version. The underlying blockchain and
MSKO tokens will utilize the Binance Smart Chain network. Based on the market adoption, there
is the possibility of deploying on additional blockchain networks too, although this is yet to be
confirmed.

MSKO Token
Musk’ot (a play on words of Musk and Mascot), is the token of The Six Musk-O-Tiers metaverse.
The token ticker symbol is MSKO and it will serve various functions within the MSKO metaverse
and ecosystem:
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The Six Musk-O-Tiers Team
The Musk-O-Tiers team is made up of a group of crypto enthusiasts, creative gurus, marketing
mavericks and development prodigies. By combining our entrepreneurial spirit and passion
for gaming with blockchain technology, we aim to help realize a global goal of
decentralization while providing the highest levels of rewarding fun and entertainment.
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The Six Musk-O-Tiers - Project Advisors
Itay Gissin

Entrepreneur & Advisor
Itay comes with a wealth of knowledge and was the CEO of Investing.com. He is
a serial entrepreneur in the areas of Web, Digital Media and Fintech.

Nimrod May

Entrepreneur & Advisor
Nimrod is an investor, marketer and advisor. He has been a seed investor in
various projects and assisted many startups, including organizations like
Portion.io and Kryptomon.co

Ari Last

VP Business Development at Simplex
Ari has extensive experience in business development for technology
companies, including being a founder and CRO for Paywiz.

Tomer Nuni

Chief Marketing Officer Kryptomon
Tomer is a serial entrepreneur with a passion for marketing. He has extensive
experience assisting startups. Tomer currently serves as the CMO of
Kryptomon.co.

Amit Peled

Chief Strategy Officer Kryptomon
Amit is renowned for his strategic and analytical problem solving. Amit has
worked on numerous successful Blockchain projects. Amit currently serves as
the CSO of Kryptomon.co.

Eyal Daskal

Founder at Crymbo
Eyal is a serial entrepreneur with 15 years of experience with financial companies
and Fintech startups. He is the founder of Crymbo, the first B2B digital assets
network for financial institutions.

Conclusion
The Six Musk-O-Tiers is an innovative Play-to-Earn game that leverages cryptocurrency and
blockchain technologies. The emerging crypto gaming and NFT markets are developing at a
rapid pace and The Six Musk-O-Tiers is poised to be a leading form of entertainment that
gives back to the community and allows everyone to reap the rewards.
We have many creative and innovative ideas that we intend to incorporate that will elevate
The Six Musk-O-Tiers and make it an internationally recognized brand and household name.
With time, we aim to create an entire ecosystem for MSKO that will drive mass adoption and
create value for holders and hodlers!

ALL FOR ONE & ONE FOR ALL!

www.msko.io

